Security risk:
A violator intercepts communication between the Umpire and ERIS, modifies and passes the game report to ERIS because of the incorrect use of cryptography in communication between Umpire and ERIS, leading to negation of integrity of game report, modified game report and not reliable communication between Umpire and ERIS.
**Task 3:** Create graphical representation for the security risk treatment for the given risk

Define textually:

1. What is security risk treatment decision?
   - Answer: Risk reduction

2. What is (are) security requirement(s)?
   - Answer
     - Umpire should make game report unreadable
     - ERIS should make game report readable

3. What is (are) security control(s)?
   - Answer
     - *(Correctly used)* Cryptography algorithm at the umpire *(input interface)* and ERIS